7.3.1 - Provide the details of the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its
vision, priority and thrust
Vision: We envision being one of the world’s leading engineering colleges in the field of
education and research by building our own tradition of innovation and academic intervention to
meet the changing needs of the society.
Mission: To impart world class engineering education foster research and development.
To encourage innovation and entrepreneurship amongst young minds for a professional career as
global enterprising engineers.
Our college motto is to enrich and excel, for which it strives to improve continuously in
terms of student and faculty achievement by providing state-of-art facilities, infrastructure, etc.
In keeping with the mission of fostering world class engineering, the institution identifies the
strengths of each individual and guide them to achieve excellence through effective mentoring.
Students and staffs enrich from the institution through guest lecture and workshops by
eminent resource person from the industry, industrial visit to highly reputed core companies,
prominent alumni talks, NPTEL sessions, access to E-journals, yoga sessions, motivational
webinars, etc., towards attainment of knowledge and wisdom.
The objective of the institution is to prepare engineering professionals with strong
technical, leadership skills and ethical values, who emerge out with a vision to do a greater good
to the society at large. The institution stands apart from all other colleges by placing greater
emphasis on producing core professionals with value-based education and enabling the students
to face challenges in modern life by counseling them in issues of academic / personal matter.
The college organizes life-style and skill development programs that focuses on yoga and
meditation in-order to make them feel confident in solving problems surrounding them. Health
camps are also organized to ensure that they keep their body along with mind in proper shape
throughout their graduation. The college also aims to create a great ground for inculcating social
responsibility amongst students by conducting road safety awareness rally, blood camps, swachh
bharat mission, tree plantation, etc., in the adjoining Thaiyur village through NSS and YRC.
The institute also aims at revitalizing the teaching-learning process with a focus on
futuristic demands and aspires to become a center of excellence through research and
development. The state-of-art laboratories provide the field for students and faculties to pursue
research and contribute towards the development of the institution and society. Certificate
courses are conducted so that our students prevail over the cut-throat competition in the industry.
Special attention is given to the underprivileged students especially SC/ST and minority
students. Students who prefer sports are also duly coached to participate in various tournaments
Special effort is undertaken to make students understand the surfacing environmental crisis
through implementation of energy conservation, waste management, rain water harvesting,
plantation drives, etc., and urge them to become eco-friendly citizen.
Thus the institution persists for holistic development of the individual and society by
imparting high quality education at low cost.

